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PROCESS FOR GENERATING AND 
RECONSTRUCTING VARIABLE NUMBER OF 

PARITY FOR BYTE STREAMS INDEPENDENT OF 
HOST BLOCK SIZE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 
[0002] The present invention relates in general to RAID 
and RAIT systems, and more speci?cally to improving 
performance in virtualiZed RAID and RAIT systems. 

[0003] 2. Background of the Invention 

1. Field of the Invention 

[0004] Many systems use concepts such as Redundant 
Arrays of Independent Tapes (or Disks) (RAIT/RAID), 
comprising multiple physical resources allocated to enhance 
system performance or reliability. RAIT(D) comprises a set 
of tWo or more ordinary hard tapes/disks and a specialiZed 
disk controller that contains the RAIT(D) functionality. 
RAIT(D) improves performance by disk striping, Which 
interleaves bytes or groups of bytes across multiple tapes/ 
drives, so more than one tape/disk is reading and Writing 
simultaneously. Fault tolerance is achieved by means of 
mirroring or parity. Mirroring comprises 100% duplication 
of the data on tWo drives (RAIT(D) 1). Parity is used 
(RAIT(D) 3 and 5) to calculate the data in tWo drives and 
store the results on a third. Abit from drive 1 is XOR’d With 
a bit from drive 2, and the result bit is stored on drive 3. A 
failed drive can be hot sWapped With a neW one, and the 
RAIT(D) controller automatically rebuilds the lost data. 

[0005] Increasingly, data storage involves the use of com 
puter systems via netWork connections. The use of storage 
that has been mapped into a different presentation from that 
available directly from the storage devices is knoWn as 
storage virtualiZation. It is important to have the ability to 
manipulate the functions and structures that create and 
de?ne a virtual volume, in order to have independence 
betWeen the boundaries of individual blocks Written by the 
host system and the boundaries of physical entities used for 
striping and parity. 

[0006] Current data storage systems do not support the 
ability to set the level of striping and redundancy arbitrarily 
large or small for speci?c data ?les on a ?le-by-?le basis. 
Arbitrarily large redundancy, When combined With arbi 
trarily large striping, generally imposes a large bu?fering 
requirement on the processing system. If the system uses 
small blocks of data for iterations of the process, the 
performance of the memory bus is adversely affected. This 
does not support the ability to experience a physical device 
failure and continue processing a ?le. 

[0007] Correcting multiple errors that occur simulta 
neously is time consuming and signi?cantly reduces system 
performance. Correction of errors o?line requires the full set 
of striping and redundancy resources to be allocated for the 
process. Solving these limitations Will advance the state of 
the art in virtualiZed storage systems. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] The present invention provides a method, system 
and program for generating parity in a data storage system. 
The invention comprises organiZing an incoming data block 
into a speci?ed number of data stripes and cascading the data 
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stripes into a parity creation mechanism. The parity creation 
mechanism creates a speci?ed number of parity stripes 
based on the data stripes, Wherein the number of parity 
stripes is independent of the siZe of the data block. The 
parity creation mechanism can operate o?line to reconstruct 
lost data stripes and parity stripes Without using critical 
system resources, Wherein the number of devices required 
for stripe reconstruction is less than the combined number of 
data stripes and parity stripes. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0009] The novel features believed characteristic of the 
invention are set forth in the appended claims. The invention 
itself, hoWever, as Well as a preferred mode of use, further 
objectives and advantages thereof, Will best be understood 
by reference to the folloWing detailed description of an 
illustrative embodiment When read in conjunction With the 
accompanying draWings, Wherein: 

[0010] FIG. 1 depicts a diagram illustrating a RAID 
system volume group containing multiple volumes, in Which 
the present invention may be implemented; 

[0011] FIG. 2 depicts a schematic diagram illustrating a 
RAIT(D) Write operation in accordance With the present 
invention; 
[0012] FIG. 3 depicts a schematic diagram illustrating a 
RAIT(D) read operation in accordance With the present 
invention; 
[0013] FIGS. 4a and 4B depict diagrams illustrating a 
method of parity generation in accordance With the present 
invention; 
[0014] FIGS. 5A and 5B depict diagrams illustrating an 
alternate method of parity generation in accordance With a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

[0015] FIGS. 6A and 6B depict diagrams illustrating a 
method of data stripe reconstruction in accordance With the 
present invention; and 

[0016] FIGS. 7A and 7B, diagrams illustrating an alter 
nate method of data stripe reconstruction are depicted in 
accordance With a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0017] With reference noW to the ?gures and in particular 
With reference to FIG. 1, a diagram illustrating a RAID 
system volume group containing multiple volumes, in Which 
the present invention may be implemented. The folloWing 
description refers speci?cally to a RAID example but 
applies equally to RAIT systems or a combination of disks 
and tapes. 

[0018] The RAID storage system 100, is divided into 
multiple (n) drive modules 1 (110) through n (130), each of 
Which in turn comprises multiple (n) storage drives. Users 
can create volumes for physical data storage across a col 
lection of drives. For example, in FIG. 1, the data in volume 
A is divided into n sections (n being equal to the number of 
drive modules) and each section is stored on the ?rst 
respective drive in each drive module. Therefore, section 
A-1 is stored on Drive 1 (111) in Module 1 (110), sectionA-2 
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is stored on Drive 1 (121) in Module 2 (120), and section 
A-n is stored on Drive 1 (131) in Module n (130). 

[0019] Furthermore, multiple volumes created on the same 
set of drives (e.g., the ?rst respective drives in each module) 
are grouped into an entity called a volume group. In FIG. 1, 
volume group 140 comprises three volumes A, B and C. 
Building on the example above, sections A-1, B-1, and C-1 
are stored on Drive 1 (111) in Module 1 (110), sections A-2, 
B-2, and C-2 are stored on Drive 1 (121) in Module 2 (120), 
etc. As a further example, a second volume group, e.g., 
volumes D, E and F, might be stored on the second respec 
tive drives in each module. 

[0020] The volume group 140 is assigned a speci?c RAID 
level by the user, Which de?nes hoW the data Will be striped 
across the set of drives and What kind of redundancy scheme 
is used. Any remaining capacity on a volume group can be 
used to create additional volumes or expand the capacity of 
the existing volumes. 

[0021] Referring to FIG. 2, a schematic diagram illustrat 
ing a RAIT(D) Write operation is depicted in accordance 
With the present invention. The ?rst part of implementing the 
present invention is establishing the level of performance 
and redundancy required for Writing the data supplied by the 
using system. For a virtual tape, this can be done in relation 
to the mount or With respect to a ?le command. For a disk, 
it can be done relative to extent boundaries on the virtual 
disk. For Write operations, the speci?cation of performance 
and redundancy is supplied externally across a using inter 
face (201). 

[0022] With these parameters set, When data blocks 202 to 
be Written to storage are received from a using system 200, 
the data is organiZed into n streams 203, Where n is the 
number of parallel operations required for performance. The 
n streams are then cascaded into the parity generation/data 
reconstruction system 204 (Which can be hardWare or soft 
Ware, described in more detail beloW) in order to create p 
units of parity in such a manner that the memory holding the 
data is used in burst fashion. This is done on a section-by 
section basis, Where the sections that are processed together 
for parity can then be handed off to other functions for 
further analysis and processing before being Written to the 
device. The various possible data manipulations can be 
executed in parallel on different sets of data sections. This 
process is called a pipeline. 

[0023] The second part of the solution is to alloW the n 
stripes or the p parity to be modi?ed at arbitrary points in the 
processing stream. This modi?cation is performed by 
parameter control at the interface to the parity creation 
system. The using system 200 can set the parameter control 
via any type of link, Which may include the same link 201 
used for transferring client data 202, or another link. Unless 
instructed otherWise, the system uses the same set of param 
eters as for the last operation. HoWever, the interface alloWs 
a neW set of parameters for every requested operation. At the 
end of n sections of data being sent to the parity generation/ 
data recreation system 204, simultaneously all p sets of 
parity are available to be Written to storage. 

[0024] The third part of the invention is to alloW the parity 
generation/data reconstruction 204 system to be imple 
mented in an off line set of resources 205 in such a manner 
that less than n+p devices are required to do the data 
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manipulations. For example, in the extreme, only one input 
tape drive 206 might be required to alloW the data to be 
manipulated. This alloWs a stream initially Written at n+p to 
be arbitrarily modi?ed (for example to (n—1)+p When one of 
the physical devices 207 fails during the operation) and then 
reconstructed back to n+p ol?ine, thus avoiding the use of 
critical system resources for the reconstruction. 

[0025] The advantage of this approach is a high through 
put and process completed, even if some of the physical 
resources (up to p) fail during the operation. In such a case, 
failures can be repaired o?line. Additional advantages 
include Pipelining and re-blocking at loW memory cost. The 
client host can also have a multiplexed or parallel data 
stream. 

[0026] Referring to FIG. 3, a schematic diagram illustrat 
ing a RAIT(D) read operation is depicted in accordance With 
the present invention. Similar to the Write process, the 
process begins by establishing the level of performance and 
redundancy available for reading, and presenting it to the 
using system. As stated above, for a virtual tape this can be 
done in relation to the mount or a ?le command, and for disk, 
it can be done relative to extent boundaries on the virtual 

disk. For read operations, the speci?cation is retrieved from 
metadata 304 stored in association With the data. 

[0027] When n sets of data and/or parity are given to the 
parity generation/data reconstruction system 303 for a read 
operation, and the rest of the data (or parity) is created in real 
time. Data reorganization component 302 collects all the 
read data stripes (not the parity stripes, Which are used only 
for reconstructing missing data stripes), plus the recon 
structed ones (up to p), and reorganiZes them in order to send 
the original client data 301 back to the using system 300. 

[0028] The read operation implemented With the present 
invention has the advantage of recovering customer data 
even if some physical resources (up to p) are not mounted, 
not available, or fail during the operation. 

[0029] Referring to FIGS. 4A and 4B, diagrams illustrat 
ing a method of parity generation are depicted in accordance 
With the present invention. FIGS. 4A and 4B depict the 
“heavy” method of parity generation. As explained above, 
the original customer data block is split into n data stripes 
S l-Sn. The ?rst step in parity generation is to read and store 
the full customer data block in the n stripes. In FIG. 4A, the 
data on stripes S l-S3 has been read and stored. In stripe S4, 
only the ?rst ten sections have been recorded, With section 
S4, 1 1 401 receiving incoming data. Stripes S5-Sn have not yet 
been read and stored. 

[0030] After the data on stripes Sl-Sn have been read and 
stored, p parity units are computed from the data, as depicted 
in FIG. 4B. In the present example, there are three parity 
stripes: a positive diagonal parity PH, a straight parity PO, 
and a negative diagonal parity P_l. The number of parities 
can be more or less. A p value of three is a good tradeolf for 
values ofn up to 12. For larger number of stripes (e.g., 15, 
20), the optimal values of p Will probably be higher (e.g., 4, 
5) in order to ensure the same level or reliability. 
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[0031] Each parity stripe Px is generated given its slope x: 
P0, P1, P_l, P2, P_2, etc. The parity calculation is: 

M2 
1 

Where 2 stands for a sum of XOR operation. 

[0032] For data indexed at a position y, the parity calcu 
lation gives: 

[0033] For the straight parity (the vertical column in 
FIG. 4B): Pofsl,y e9 s2,y e9 . . . e9 sh,y 

[0034] For the ?rst positive parity (the positive diagonal 
of FIG. 4B): P+l,y=Sl,y+l_n @szwm e9 . . . e9 sh,y 

[0035] For the ?rst negative parity (the negative diago 
nal of FIG. 4B): P_l,y=s1,ye9 s2,y_l e9. . . e9 SW1,+1 

[0036] Etc. 

where 69 stands for a XOR operation. 

[0037] The advantage of the heavy parity method is that it 
uses a simple ?xed structure of pointers for computing parity 
stripes. The disadvantage is the need to store and handle the 
incoming data stripes, plus the parity stripes. 

[0038] Referring to FIGS. 5A and 5B, diagrams illustrat 
ing an alternate method of parity generation are depicted in 
accordance With a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. FIGS. 5A and 5B depict the “light” method of 
parity generation. As With the previous method, the data 
block is split into n stripes Sl-Sn. HoWever, unlike the heavy 
method, the data is not physically stored after it is read. 
Instead, the data is read and throWn aWay. The data is read 
stripe by stripe, While intermediate parity values are com 
puted. Again, there are positive diagonal PH, straight PO, and 
negative diagonal parities P_l. In FIG. 5A, incoming data is 
being read from the 11th section S4,ll 501 in data stripe S4, 
and intermediate parity values are being computed and 
stored to the 15th section PH,l5 502 of parity stripe PH, the 
11th section PO,ll 503 of parity stripe PO, and the 14th section 
P_l,34 504 of parity stripe P_l. 
[0039] The XOR operation is commutative. The folloWing 
explanation takes the case of the straight parity, PO, since it 
is the easiest example. 

[0040] As indicated above, for data indexed at a position 
y: 

Pofsw @ Sly @ - - - @ Smy 

This can also be Written as: 

Poyy=( . . . (S17y 69 S27y)@ . . . @Snwy) 

Where PlO,y=S1,y G9 S2,y is the ?rst intermediate value. The 
second intermediate value is P2O,y=PlO,y G9 Sly, and so on, 
up to the ?nal value P“_1O,y=P“_2O,y G9 Sn,y Which is equal to 
PO”. 
[0041] FIG. 5B depicts the completed parity stripes PH, 
PO, and P_l securing data stripes Sl-Sn. No further calcula 
tions are required after the intermediate parity is calculated 
during the initial read of the data stripes S l-Sn. The inter 
mediate parity values become the ?nal parity values secur 
ing the customer data block. 
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[0042] This light method of parity generation has the 
advantages of needing to store/handle only the p iteratively 
computed parity stripes and requiring only one step. The 
disadvantage of this approach is the need for an adaptable 
matrix of pointers for computing parity stripes. 

[0043] Referring noW to FIGS. 6A and 6B, diagrams 
illustrating a method of data stripe reconstruction are 
depicted in accordance With the present invention. The 
method depicted is the “heavy” method of stripe reconstruc 
tion. As depicted in FIG. 6A, data stripes S3, S5, and SD are 
missing, and the data on those stripes is considered lost. To 
recover the lost data, the remaining data is read and stored 
from the available data stripes Sl-Sz, S4, and S6-S7, in 
addition to the parity stripes PH, PO, and P_ 1. 

[0044] After the available data and parity have been read 
and stored, the missing data stripes S3, S5, and SD are 
reconstructed by successive iterations, as depicted in FIG. 
6B. 

[0045] The heavy method of stripe reconstruction has the 
advantage of using a ?xed structure of pointers for comput 
ing the reconstructed data stripes. The disadvantage of this 
method is the need to store/handle all of the available data 
and parity stripes, plus the missing stripes reconstructed 
later during the second step. 

[0046] For parity generation, the dilferences betWeen the 
“heavy” method and the “light” one (Which computes the 
parities iteratively), lead to small impacts on the matrix of 
pointers. However, this is not the case When considering 
stripe reconstruction. 

[0047] In the “heavy” method, each block of memory 
(from either the n data stripes or the p parity stripes) has a 
“?xed” position related to other blocks. For example, during 
the parity generation process, the “SLY” block is implied in 
computation of PO”, P+l,y+n_2, P_l,y+l, etc. Therefore, dur 
ing the data reconstruction process, the same “SLY” block 
could be repaired by members of: 

[0048] In the “light” method, only the p iteratively com 
puted stripes (data and/or parity) are stored. As they can 
represent any combination among the n+p, their blocks of 
memory no longer have “?xed” positions related to other 
ones. In order to mitigate this, the matrix of pointers is 
adaptable and sets the relations across blocks of memory 
accordingly to Which stripes (data or parity) are being 
reconstructed/generated. 
[0049] Referring noW to FIGS. 7A and 7B, diagrams 
illustrating an alternate method of data stripe reconstruction 
are depicted in accordance With a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. This alternate embodiment uses the 
“light” method for stripe reconstruction. As in FIG. 6A, the 
missing stripes in FIG. 7A are S3, S5, and SD. Rather than 
reading and storing all of the remaining data and parity 
stripes, the stripes are read one by one, With the intermediate 
values of the missing stripes computed along the Way. 
Because the intermediate values are being computed as the 
available data is read, there is no need to store the read data, 
so it is discarded. 
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[0050] When several stripes are reconstructed, they are 
iteratively computed While reading available data/parity 
stripes, as depicted in FIG. 7A. However, as their oWn 
values are linked together, a second pass, shoWn in FIG. 7B 
is done in order to get the ?nal values. Reconstruction is 
?nished by propagating a correction, starting from the 
loWest memory blocks (y==l) to the highest ones (y>>l), 
?rst recovering the data via the diagonal parities, then via the 
straight parity. 

[0051] In FIGS. 7A and 7B, stripes S3, S5, and SD are 
missing and Will be reconstructed. The loWest index one (S3) 
Will be reconstructed via the ?rst negative parity P_l, the 
highest index one (Sn) Will be reconstructed via the ?rst 
positive parity P+1 and the middle index one (alias S5) Will 
be reconstructed via the Straight parity PO. 

[0052] The intermediate values computed in the ?rst step 
of “light” stripe reconstruction are: 

S3 and SH are missing] 

[0053] The second step in the “light” reconstruction 
method is to determine the ?nal values by propagating the 
correction from the loWest memory blocks (y==l) to the 
highest ones (y>>l). 

[0054] Starting With y==l, the ?rst values recovered are: 

This is continued until reaching and recovering the highest 
memory block (y>>l). 

[0055] The advantages of using the light method of stripe 
reconstruction are the need to store/handle only the itera 
tively reconstructed stripes and the simpli?cation of the 
second step. The disadvantage of this method is the need for 
an adaptable matrix of pointers for computing the missing 
stripes. 

[0056] It is important to note that While the present inven 
tion has been described in the context of a fully functioning 
data processing system, those of ordinary skill in the art Will 
appreciate that the processes of the present invention are 
capable of being distributed in the form of a computer 
readable medium of instructions and a variety of forms and 
that the present invention applies equally regardless of the 
particular type of signal bearing media actually used to carry 
out the distribution. Examples of computer readable media 
include recordable-type media such a ?oppy disc, a hard 
disk drive, a RAM, CD-ROMs, and transmission-type media 
such as digital and analog communications links. 

[0057] The description of the present invention has been 
presented for purposes of illustration and description, and is 
not intended to be exhaustive or limited to the invention in 
the form disclosed. Many modi?cations and variations Will 
be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art. The 
embodiment Was chosen and described in order to best 
explain the principles of the invention, the practical appli 
cation, and to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to 
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understand the invention for various embodiments With 
various modi?cations as are suited to the particular use 
contemplated. 

1-21. (canceled) 
22. Amethod for storing data in a data storage system, the 

method comprising the steps of: 

organiZing incoming data into a variable number of data 
stripes, Wherein the number of data stripes is indepen 
dent of the number of storage units used to store the 
data stripes; 

cascading the data stripes into a redundancy creation 
mechanism to create redundancy data; and 

storing the data stripes and the redundancy data on a 
plurality of storage units, Wherein the siZe of the data 
stripes is independent of the capacity of the storage 
units used to store the data stripes. 

23. The method of claim 22, Wherein the storage unit is at 
least one of a storage device, a storage media, a storage 
system, a hierarchical storage system, or a RAID storage 
system. 

24. The method of claim 22, Wherein the redundancy 
creation mechanism is independent of the siZe of the incom 
ing data. 

25. The method of claim 22, further comprising: 

modifying parameters that de?ne and control the data 
stripes and the redundancy data at an arbitrary point. 

26. The method of claim 25, further comprising: 

storing metadata that contains the parameters that de?ne 
and control translation of the incoming data into the 
data stripes and the redundancy data to insure that 
concomitant translation is used in reading the data. 

27. The method of claim 22, Wherein the data stripes and 
the redundancy data are stored on less than the entire 
plurality of storage units. 

28. A computer program product comprising a computer 
usable medium including computer usable program code for 
storing data in a data storage system, the computer program 
product comprising: 

computer usable program code for organiZing incoming 
data into a variable number of data stripes, Wherein the 
number of data stripes is independent of the number of 
storage units used to store the data stripes; 

computer usable program code for cascading the data 
stripes into a redundancy creation mechanism to create 
redundancy data; and 

computer usable program code for storing the data stripes 
and the redundancy data on a plurality of storage units, 
Wherein the siZe of the data stripes is independent of the 
capacity of the storage units used to store the data 
stripes. 

29. The computer program product of claim 28, Wherein 
the storage unit is at least one of a storage device, a storage 
media, a storage system, a hierarchical storage system, or a 
RAID storage system. 

30. The computer program product of claim 28, Wherein 
the redundancy creation mechanism is independent of the 
siZe of the incoming data. 

31. The computer program product of claim 28, further 
comprising: 
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computer usable program code for modifying parameters 
that de?ne and control the data stripes and the redun 
dancy data at an arbitrary point. 

32. The computer program product of claim 31, further 
comprising: 

computer usable program code for storing metadata that 
contains the parameters that de?ne and control trans 
lation of the incoming data into the data stripes and the 
redundancy data to insure that concomitant translation 
is used in reading the data. 

33. The computer program product of claim 28, Wherein 
the data stripes and the redundancy data are stored on less 
than the entire plurality of storage units. 

34. A data processing system for storing data in a data 
storage system, the data processing system comprising: 

a storage device, Wherein the storage device stores com 
puter usable program code; and 

a processor, Wherein the processor executes the computer 
usable program code to organize incoming data into a 
variable number of data stripes, Wherein the number of 
data stripes is independent of the number of storage 
units used to store the data stripes; cascade the data 
stripes into a redundancy creation mechanism to create 
redundancy data; and store the data stripes and the 
redundancy data on a plurality of storage units, Wherein 
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the siZe of the data stripes is independent of the 
capacity of the storage units used to store the data 
stripes. 

35. The data processing system of claim 34, Wherein the 
storage unit is at least one of a storage device, a storage 
media, a storage system, a hierarchical storage system, or a 
RAID storage system. 

36. The data processing system of claim 34, Wherein the 
redundancy creation mechanism is independent of the siZe 
of the incoming data. 

37. The data processing system of claim 34, Wherein the 
processor further executes computer usable program code 
for modifying parameters that de?ne and control the data 
stripes and the redundancy data at an arbitrary point. 

38. The data processing system of claim 37, Wherein the 
processor further executes computer usable program code 
for storing metadata that contains the parameters that de?ne 
and control translation of the incoming data into the data 
stripes and the redundancy data to insure that concomitant 
translation is used in reading the data. 

39. The data processing system of claim 34, Wherein the 
data stripes and the redundancy data are stored on less than 
the entire plurality of storage units. 


